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Allegro Cadence hardware verification and design software families, including Shengen, Allegro PCB, and Virtuoso IC design platforms support all the design, simulation, and optimization benefits of the Cadence AWR platform, in addition to Allegro’s broad portfolio of hardware verification tools, analog and digital design (e.g., FPGA) IP, and including the Allegro EDA Suite, which adds unparalleled design productivity to the workflow. VDS Plugin for Cadence Virtuoso Technology for testing and simulating top-level PCB design contains leading-edge technology to
ensure the right candidate ICs can be identified efficiently, while avoiding the risky art of probing and testing on a single-chip basis. With V16, Cadence ACR users can more easily design, test, and evaluate their networks within the Virtuoso platform, combining system-level simulation with post-layout measurement of analog, RF, and digital performance. The design environment provides RF-specific features like planar trace-level parasitic extraction and good-chip passive RF layout flow, compatible with the high-speed flow of the optical plane. It works with 3D

routing optimizers, so designers can create an optimized layout using the Schematic Editor. Cadence Virtuoso contains 3 design flows: Design Rule Checker (DRC) flow, Layout vs Schematic Checker (LVS) flow, and Extraction Deck flow. Each flow contains 3 flows: Parameterized netlist, Verification and Simulator, and Schematic. Power consumption analysis is a key, and sometimes the most costly, part of IC design. Here are a few of the critical analysis options in Cadence Virtuoso including thermal analysis, current distribution analysis, and effective power
analysis.
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